
FINISHES

SHAPES

The Alpha Etch range is manufactured from recycled polyester acoustic panels. Choose from one or 
more of the Alpha colour options below in both 12 and 24mm thicknesses.

Slate

Fuzzy Green

Caramel

Charcoal

Teal

Purple

Opal

Azure

Pink

Black

Sage

Sand

Soft Blue

Yellow

White

Navy

Red

Ice White

Deep Blue

Orange

Choose from a standard range of Alpha Tile shapes or create your own. Create bespoke layouts with 
seamless display.

Arrow Diamond Hexagon

ALPHA TILE
Alpha Tile is a decorative wall-
mounted acoustic panel used 
to control reverberation and 
echo. 
Alpha Tile is available in a range of geometric 
shapes and a variety of sizes, allowing you to 
create bold design statements with limitless 
layout options. Tiles are supplied with a 
self-adhesive backing for quick and easy 
installation, providing an affordable acoustic 
solution with infinite design possibilities. 
Mix and match The Acoustics Company 
colour range and choose from a straight cut 
edge or a 45-degree chamfer to suit your 
environment.

DATA
 FIRE SPECIFICATION
EN13501-:2007+A1:2009 B - s1, d0

COMPOSITION
65% Recycled PET Fibre | 35% Virgin Fibre

DENSITY M2
12mm 2.4KG  / 24mm 3.8KG

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
CLASS D/C

RECOMMENDED FIXING
Bond your panels direct to the wall with grab 
adhesive for a permanent fixture. Alternatively, we 
can supply panels with a easy peel sel adhesive 
backing.

EDGE FINISH
Straight or 45-degree Chamfer

FEATURES 
AREA OF APPLICATION: WALLS

- Available in a wide range of shapes

- Choose different thickness to create depth

- Available in 20 different colours 

- Modular system used to create bespoke layouts

- Easy to install with a peel and stick backing

- A cost effective treatment to reverberation

- A great solution for high frequency issues

- Manufactured from recycled polyester fibres
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